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NEGATIVE EQUITY RAISES ALARMS IN INDUSTRY
  A growing number of Americans have bitten off more than 
they can chew when it comes to auto loans. The build-
up in negative equity — or the amount that debt exceeds 
a vehicle’s value — is rattling consumers and causing 
concern within the industry.
  Though it’s not unusual for drivers to carry negative equity, 
some dealers say more people are arriving at their lots up 
to $10,000 underwater, or “upside down,” on their trade-
ins. They’re buying at still-sky-high prices and rolling debt 
from one car to another and even onto a third. Loans are 
commonly stretching to seven years.
  “As trade-in values begin to cool, each month more and 
more consumers will find themselves falling from positive 
to negative equity,” said Ivan Drury, director of insights 
at Edmunds. “Unless American car shoppers break their 
habit of buying again too soon, we’ll see the negative equity 
tide continue to rise.”
  The average new-car interest rate rose to 6.9% in January 
from 4.3% a year earlier, according to Edmunds. With car 
prices still elevated, demand high and inventory levels 
relatively low, Ford Motor, General Motors and other 
automakers continue to rake in sizable 
profits.
•  For the typical American, a new car is 
increasingly out of reach. Today, about 
15% of borrowers are making monthly 
car payments of $1,000 or more. For 
many, there’s no choice: They have few 
or no public transportation options and 
need a car to get to work, bring children 
to school and buy groceries.
  The cost of new vehicles has risen 20% since the start of 
the pandemic, while used vehicles are still up 37% even 
after cooling in the fall. For a brief period, car owners hit a 
topsy-turvy market where they could sell some used cars 
for more than they paid for them. That helped negative 
equity plummet earlier in the pandemic.
  But as more consumers deplete pandemic-era savings, 
they’re falling underwater again. For trade-ins that carry 
negative equity, the average amount is approaching pre-
pandemic levels at $5,500, according 
to Edmunds data.
  The upswing in negative equity is 
on the radar of officials at the U.S. 
Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau. They are closely monitoring 
it now that the safety net of selling 
a used car to climb out of debt is 
disappearing.
  To respond to higher vehicle costs, 
lenders have kept extending the 
length of auto loans. That also means 
tightening standards for who qualifies 
for financing.

CAR DEBT PILES UP AS MORE BORROWERS UNDERWATER
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Kroger reported bumper quarterly results and forecast 
annual profit above Wall Street estimates as the grocer bets 
on higher food prices and embarks on cost-cutting measures 
across its digital business and supply chain. Kroger has been 
streamlining its supply chain to limit costs, from sourcing 
products closer to its distribution centers to cutting expenses 
tied to digital orders through automation. Budget-conscious 
Americans have also fueled demand for Kroger’s private-label 
brands such as Simple Truth and Home Chef... Best Buy 
reported holiday-quarter earnings and revenue that topped 
expectations, as waning demand for consumer electronics 
wasn’t as bad as feared. Best Buy was a big beneficiary 
of sales trends during the pandemic as consumers bought 
computer monitors to work remotely, home theaters to pass 
the time and kitchen appliances to cook more. Its quarterly 
sales were down about 3% from the same period before the 
pandemic when it reported $15.2 billion in revenue… Ford 
Motor’s February sales increased more than 20% from 
subdued results a year earlier, as the automaker ratchets 
up production of its F-Series pickups and EVs. The Detroit 
automaker reported February sales of 157,606 vehicles, 

up 22% from a year earlier and a 7.7% 
increase from January. Ford’s sales were 
hampered by supply chain problems 
in February 2022, making for one of its 
worst months since 2021. Meanwhile: 
Ford will resume production of its 
F-150 Lightning electric pickup truck 
on March 13… Macy’s reported better-
than-expected revenues for the holiday 
quarter as it ramped up promotions to turn 

merchandise and reduce inventory. The department store 
retailer discounted merchandise but remained mindful of its 
profit margins… Dollar Tree is continuing to invest in grocery 
by opening a test kitchen and preparing to roll out hundreds 
of private-label products following a hefty expansion of its $3 
to $5 frozen and refrigerated offerings... Sales of handbags 
and luggage along with the continued rollout of Sephora
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AVAILS
  KMBC-TV/KCWE-TV, Hearst Television in Kansas City, 
is seeking a dynamic Sales Manager who is ready to take 
growing stations to the next level. 
We’re looking for a sales leader 
who creates a positive culture for 
success through leadership, clear 
direction, teaching, motivating and evaluating the sales 
efforts of our team. The candidate will help lead the team 
in exceeding budgets on multiple platforms, and coach 
and mentor a team of motivated sellers. Bachelor’s degree 

preferred, not required. CLICK HERE 
for more info or to apply now.
  NPG of Idaho is looking for a 
highly motivated Director of Sales 
to oversee sales revenue for its 
television and digital assets. The DOS 
is responsible for maximizing revenue; 
strategic training and development of 
local and national sales; developing and 
leveraging client relationships; effective 
pricing and spot inventory management; 
and non-traditional revenue programs. 

We are in one of the most beautiful, livable and fastest 
growing communities in the West! Get details or apply now: 
CLICK HERE. No calls. EOE.
  WABG-TV (ABC and FOX), WXVT-LD (CBS) and WNBD-
LD (NBC), owned by Imagicomm Communications, LLC, 
seeks a GENERAL MANAGER/
DIRECTOR OF SALES to manage 
our unique operation in Greenville/
Greenwood, Miss., where all Big 4 
affiliates (and digital assets) are under 
one umbrella! This opportunity is ideal for someone with a 
successful broadcast management background who wants 
to put their skill set to work running a successful television 
operation with autonomy, creativity and hard work. Get full 
job details HERE. Then send your resume, cover letter and 
salary requirements to Becky Swan at bswan@imagicomm.
com. No calls, please.

See your ad here Monday! CLICK HERE for details.

THIS AND THAT
  The average rate on the 30-year fixed mortgage jumped 
back over 7% yesterday, rising to 7.1%, according to 
Mortgage News Daily. Growing fears that inflation is 
not cooling off are pushing bond yields higher. Mortgage 
rates loosely follow the yield on the U.S. 10-year Treasury. 
While the trajectory for rates now appears to be higher 
again, it is not necessarily guaranteed for the long 
term... DirecTV said it is sponsoring the U.S. team in the 
World Baseball Classic. A DirecTV logo will appear on 
a patch on the jerseys worn by American players as part 
of the sponsorship. The satellite TV company will also be 
featured on in-stadium signage during games. This marks 
the first time DirecTV has sponsored a team in the World 
Baseball Classic...   Initial jobless claims, a proxy for layoffs, 
decreased by 2,000 to a seasonally adjusted 190,000 last 
week, the Labor Department said yesterday. Weekly claims 
have remained below the 2019 prepandemic average of 
about 220,000 since the start of the year.

LEGACY PAY TV, STREAMING SEE RISING CHURN
  Streaming platform growth is seeing some softening amidst 
rising competition — and cord-cutting of legacy pay TV also 
continues to grow.
  That’s according to a Q4 report from TiVo, which says 28.8% 
plan to drop their pay TV service in the next six months, up 
from 24.2% in Q4 2021.
  At the time, the survey noted rising “churn” among individual 
streaming platforms — 26.6% dropped a subscription service 
(up from 18.2% the year before). In addition, 34.4% added a 
subscription service (up from 27.4%).
  Netflix has been the most “churned” 
service — more than 27% of respondents 
who recently canceled a service dropped 
the subscription service (up 8% from a 
year ago). In second place was Hulu, with 
9.1% saying they dropped the service, 
followed by Amazon Prime Video (8.4%); 
Apple TV+ (8.1%); Paramount+ (5.9%); 
Disney+ (5.8%); and HBO Max (4.7%).
  Discovery+ posted the best result in 
this group, with just 3.8% saying they had 
dropped the service in the period.
  The biggest reason to drop a streamer was rising prices. 
The second-biggest reason was that users “were not using 
it enough.”
  The survey was conducted among 4,493 U.S. and Canadian 
citizens 18 years and older, and was done by a third party.

NETWORK NEWS
  Fire Country and 60 Minutes have joined CBS’ 10 million-
plus viewers club. The broadcast network now has eight 
series that are delivering eight-figure viewership after 35 
days of multi-platform viewing for the first half of the 2022-23 
TV season. At the top of the list are NCIS (11.7M), Ghosts 
(11.6M) and FBI (11.4M) — all of which have previously 
hit this mark. Others returning to the list are Blue Bloods 
(11.3M), Young Sheldon (10.8M), and The Equalizer 
(10.4M). Fire Country is currently averaging 10.3 million 
viewers per episode in MP+35, and 60 Minutes is sitting at 
10 million. The viewership numbers include both linear TV 
and streaming for episodes that have aired through Jan. 8... 
The hit CW series All American has added Darone Okolie 
(Winning Time) and Tre Hale (Platonic) to its Season 5 cast 
in recurring roles. The series airs Monday nights at 8 PM. 
All American follows Spencer James, a young football player 
from Crenshaw who is recruited to play for Beverly High 
School and must navigate his two vastly different worlds.

ACCOUNT ACTION
  Tech giant Adobe has completed its global media agency 
review, splitting the account  between WPP’s Wavemaker 
and Publicis Media. Wavemaker was an incumbent, along 
with more than a dozen agencies serving various markets 
around the world. The decision follows a review that began 
last fall. The company spent an estimated $335 million on 
measured media globally in 2022, according to agency 
research firm COMvergence. North America accounted 
for the largest portion — about $195 million, most of which 
(85%) was earmarked for digital channels. The firm spent $70 
million and $60 million in the Asia Pacific and Europe Middle 
East and Africa regions respectively, per COMvergence.
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Someone needs to invent 
transition lenses that keep 
getting darker the longer 

someone is talking to you.
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WALMART EXPANDS HEALTH CENTER FOOTPRINT
  Walmart is doubling down on its freestanding health 
center format. The retail giant announced plans to open 28 
new Walmart Health centers in 2024, giving it a total of 
more than 75 locations by the end of the year.
  The expansion will increase Walmart Health’s footprint into 
two new states — Missouri and Arizona — and also deepen 
in Texas, the Dallas metro area and growing into Houston.
  The first of the new centers will open in Q1 2024. The 
specific locations include 10 centers in metropolitan Dallas; 
eight in Houston; six in Phoenix; and four in Kansas City, 

Mo.
   The new facilities, which will be 
approximately 5,750 square feet and 
located beside Walmart Supercenters, 
will feature a full suite of health services. 
The services may vary by location, but 
include primary care, labs, X-ray and 
EKG, behavioral health, dental, hearing, 
select specialty services, community 
health and telehealth.
  Walmart debuted its freestanding health 
center concept in 2019.

ADVERTISER NEWS
(Continued from Page 1)
shop-in-shops were strong points for Kohl’s during Q4 
even as the company posted a $273 million loss. The 
retailer is looking to expand its dress business and increase 
home decor sales while reducing inventory and offering 
more targeted discounts... Abercrombie & Fitch sales 
rose 3% in Q4 vs. a year earlier, driven by strength at the 
Abercrombie banner and demand for its high-rise Sloane 
pant. The Hollister brand made some changes including 
tapping new trends and assortment changes… Gap-owned 
Athleta has formed “The Power of She Collective” as a 
group of 13 female athletes including runner Allyson Felix 
and gymnast Simone Biles who will be featured in ads and 
provide feedback on products. The athletes will also support 
the activewear retailer’s fund that benefits the Women’s 
Sports Foundation’s efforts to promote gender equality.
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I always carry a yoga mat 
with me so I can take a 

nap right after eating at the 
Golden Corral.

ANALYST: DISNEY MAY WANT TO SELL HULU STAKE
  Citigroup contends Disney may be motivated to sell its 
majority ownership stake in Hulu (rather than buy Comcast’s 
minority stake) in a move aimed at reducing Disney’s $1.1 
billion Q1 direct-to-consumer operating loss, which included 
a decrease in Hulu results, Media Play News reports.
  In 10 months, under a fiscal arrangement, Comcast can 
force Disney to buy its 33% stake in Hulu for at least $27.5 
billion, or Disney can force Comcast to sell its stake. The 
situation emerged following Disney’s $71.3 billion acquisition 
of 20th Century Fox in 2019.
  For Comcast, acquiring Disney’s 66% 
stake (or another 33% for less than 
$27.5 billion and majority control) would 
be a costly “win,” but it could also add 
48 million Hulu paying subscribers to 
NBCUniversal’s Peacock paid sub base 
of 20 million.
  “We believe [Disney] is less interested 
in a mass market DTC offering,” analyst 
Jason Bazinet wrote in a note. He 
attributed this thinking to Disney CEO Bob 
Iger’s fiscal call comments and related 
media statements that the company would refocus efforts on 
core brands and franchises.

STATION GROUPS ON BOARD FOR ‘TAMRON HALL’
  Nationally syndicated daytime talker Tamron Hall has been 
renewed for Season 5 with top broadcast groups including 
Hearst, Scripps, Nexstar, Cox and Gray, among others.
  The groups join the ABC Owned Television Stations, 
which previously announced the two-year renewal of Tamron 
Hall through the 2023-24 season. Hall is also executive 
producer of the show, which is in its fourth season.
  Tamron Hall has been a ratings success, averaging more 
than 1 million viewers daily and increasing total year-over-
year viewership by 9% season to date as the most improved 
returning one-hour daytime talk show.
  It ranks in the top five among households and is the only 
talk show to improve year-over-year in its key Women 25-54 
demo, according to ABC News.
  Tamron Hall is produced by ABC News and is distributed in 
national syndication by Disney Entertainment.

AAA: FEAR OF AUTOMATED VEHICLES ON THE RISE
  Americans are becoming more afraid of automated vehicles, 
and many misunderstand the capabilities of driver-assist 
technology, according to a survey released yesterday.
  The share of respondents who described themselves as 
afraid to ride in automated vehicles jumped to 68% this 
year in the American Automobile Association’s annual 
automated vehicle survey, from 55% in the previous year. 
The survey canvassed roughly 1,000 American adults.
  “We were not expecting such a dramatic decline in trust from 
previous years,” said Greg Brannon, director of automotive 
research for AAA. Still, “with the number of high-profile 
crashes that have occurred from overreliance on current 
vehicle technologies, this isn’t entirely surprising.”
  The results come as automakers equip vehicles with more 
advanced driver-assistance features that have grown from 
automatic emergency braking to sophisticated cruise-control 
systems that allow for some hands-free and foot-free driving.
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